NOTICE NO.38
NEET-UG-2020
Instructions for Candidates and Colleges regarding Institute Level round.

Ref: 1. Notice No 34. Dated 01/03/2021
2. Notice No 37 Dated 04/03/2021

In view of queries raised by Institutes and Candidates regarding Notice No 37, eligibility of Institute level round and penalty mentioned in Notice No 34 dated 01/03/2021. It is hereby instructed that all the colleges and candidates should follow the following instructions.

1. As per Notice No 34 dated 01/03/2021, the last date to Cancel the admission from AYUSH courses without penalty is 07/03/2021. However, those candidates who are selected (upgraded) to a Course during Institute Level Round and whose name appears in the eligible list for that course, the penalty as per Rule no 14.4 of the NEET UG 2020 brochure will NOT be applicable. (Candidates will have to show the selection list).

Any candidate who has cancelled his/her previous admission as per above, fails to secure his/her admission to the selected college within the stipulated time due to any reason whatsoever, then the candidate will be sole responsible and any application for reviving admission in previous college or newly selected college will be straight away rejected by State CET Cell.

2. Candidates who have Retained the seat are also eligible to apply for the course if their name appears in the eligibility list and are eligible as per the eligibility criteria of that course mentioned by concerned council. The above mentioned point no 1 is applicable to such candidates.

3. The vacancy created due to such upgradation/selection can be filled by the college during the process as per the schedule. However proper notice of the vacancy should be displayed on the notice board and website and informed to State CET Cell by email immediately.

4. If a candidate wants to cancel his/her admission from AYUSH courses without being selected in any college or wants to appear for Residual vacancy round(with original documents). The Penalty clause will be applicable.

5. During filling of Residual vacancy, Candidates who have All ORIGINAL documents and Requisite fees will only be ELIGIBLE.

6. It is the Sole responsibility of the candidate to produce All original documents and requisite fees at the time of admission.
7. Candidates should take note of the eligibility criteria as mentioned in Notice published by State CET Cell on 04/03/2021. The eligibility criteria of the concerned council and the above instructions before appearing for Institute Level round.

8. It is the responsibility of the admitting College to verify All the original documents and eligibility of the Candidate as per the allotted quota before confirming the admission.

9. Any admission done in contravention to the eligibility criteria may be cancelled by the Authority and State CET Cell will not be responsible for any such admissions.

Sd/-
(Chintamani Joshi) IAS
Commissioner & Competent Authority,
State Common Entrance Test Cell,
Maharashtra State, Mumbai